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**ARC provided by author in exchange for an honest review**~~ 5 Vince "The INVINCIBLE" Stone

Stars ~~So this is the second Vi Keeland book I have read and the second MMA fighter book by her

that I have read. I didn't think I could love another story like I did her first book Worth the Fight, but

she did it againâ€¦.I loved Worth the Chance just as much as book 1. I like a good second chance

love story as much as the next person, but add a MMA fighter to the mix and the story just gets that

much better :) This book was so good I had trouble putting it down. Again the story flowed flawlessly

and the storyline was amazing. The story is told in Dual POV, which I LOVE by the way. It was great

getting both Liv's and Vinny's side of the story.Like I said earlier this story is a second chance love

story for Liv and Vinny. We met Vinny in book 1 when he was a teenager working out with Nico. In

this book he has grown into a mature adult. What we find out in this book is that Liv and Vinny have

a history together from back in high school. Liv was his English tutor but she was also in love with

him back then. Vinny also cared about Liv in high school but his home life made him feel not worthy



of her. So in the end he ended up doing something that hurt her. This part of the story is mixed into

flashback chapters during the story. I thought the back and forth between past and present was

done excellently. The past was brought into the story at the best times. So now we are back to the

present and Liv and Vinny have come face to face after 7 years apart. What happens from here is a

story of learning to trust and open their hearts again to each other. I loved them as a couple. Their

interactions felt believable to me.

When I read Worth the Fight a few months ago, I fell head over heels in love with Nico and Elle and

their story. I also fell for Vi Keeland's writing. I was thrilled to learn Worth the Fight was the first in a

series of standalone romances and anxious to get my hands on the next book. As incredible as Nico

and Elle's story of fate was, I wasn't near prepared for the pure awesomeness that was Liv and

Vinnie's second chance love story. It was passionate, sexy and realistic. I was hooked from page

one and remained absolutely enthralled through the end, where I was left still wanting more of these

characters.I loved the juxtaposition of the difference between the (mostly) innocent story of how they

met and grew together in high school and the progression of their (ahem, sexier) relationship when

they were brought together again years later. Vinnie was absolute perfection. What can I say? I

have a thing for reformed bad boys who wear their hearts on their sleeve, especially when their

feelings are more than lust and they've never quite gotten over "the one who got away." Liv was

great, though a little frustrating at times. She was a driven woman who was dangerously close to

giving up an amazing with Vinnie thing because of her career. I found myself wanting to shake her a

few times throughout the book. I definitely connected with these characters. They were pretty easy

to love... especially Vinnie. What a perfectly imperfect specimen.Worth the Chance was fantastic.

Not only was it an emotional roller coaster, but there were plenty of surprising moments and secrets

and lies which you just know are going to come back to bite someone in the butt. I blew through this

book in a couple hours because I simply had to know what happened with this couple.

2.5-3 stars***fair warning, this review has a few small spoilers but nothing major***This was an

alright story. TBH, I was enjoying it at first but the ending wasn't to my liking and really brought

down the story for me.Liv is an intern at a newspaper that she's hoping to get a permanent job at.

She has always loved writing and it's been her plan to be a writer since she was a kid. Liv used to

tutor Vince when they were in high school but for some reason (that never seems well explained to

me) Vince left Liv and after recovering from the heartbreak, Liv learned to move on.Vince is a MMA

fighter that's getting ready to fight for the championship title. Vince's mom is a drug addict that



couldn't take care of herself, let alone take care of Vince. From a very young age, Vince had to take

care of himself and his mom and it was a rough life. Vince has a lot of anger issues and got in fights

in high school until one of Vince's teachers got him to start working with Nico in the gym. It helped

because it gave Vince a place to work out his aggressions and stay off the streets.As an intern, Liv

is competing against another woman (a spoiled rich skank who only got the intern position because

her daddy is rich) for the permanent position at the newspaper. They're both given assignments for

articles to write in hopes of doing well enough at them to land the job in the end. Liv is given an

assignment to write an article about a fighter that also teaches women's self defense classes and

doesn't look at the info before rushing to one of the classes to take part and hopefully speak to her

intended interview subject. She's shocked to find that the instructor is her high school crush, Vince.
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